V-BOTTOM BUCKET
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POWERFUL BREAKTHROUGH
FOR EXTREME DIGGING
Don’t let tough terrain keep you above the surface. Increase your
productivity by breaking through fracturable rock, hard-packed
soil or frozen ground with the AMI V-Bottom Bucket.
The breakout force of your excavator is fully
applied to the specially designed and
positioned teeth, powering through the
frost line and ground. Manufactured using
Hardox steel, built-in abrasion resistance
increases your bucket life. Strong
and durable, the AMI V-Bottom
Bucket keeps you going.

EXTREME DUTY –
HARDER, TOUGHER, LIGHTER
Extra wear-resistance, lighter weight and tensile strength mean
you can carry more and your bucket life is extended. Hardox® wear
steel provides a unique combination of hardness and toughness,
resulting in first-class products that are manufactured to perform
better under the harshest conditions.

J SERIES ADAPTERS

STAGGERED PROFILE

Adding Twin Tigers or any other tooth of choice is easy with
J Series adapters.

The V design allows for the teeth to be staggered and angled so
the centre tooth penetrates first and guides the angle of the dig.
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By pulling the bucket towards the excavator, the breakout force is first concentrated on the bottom,
middle tooth and then cascades throughout the staggered profile, efficiently breaking up material.

RIPPERS
The AMI Ripper Tooth is designed for initial breakup of
rock or dense, hard-packed material, including frozen
ground. Made with Hardox steel, it’s robust enough for
any hard terrain you encounter.
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AMI Attachments is a certified member of the Hardox in my Body® program. This strict accreditation means that we provide our customers with
buckets manufactured from genuine wear-resistant steel that sets the standard worldwide for being harder, tougher and lighter.
In the quest for stronger and lighter products, AMI Attachments relies on Strenx® high-performance structural steel. Working with Strenx®
steel makes our attachments stronger, lighter, safer, more competitive and more sustainable.
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